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IMPORTANCE OF ....  
The Gemara (Sanhedrin 108b) relates that Eliezer asked Shem to 
describe how they were able to feed all the animals in the Teivah. 
Shem mentioned inter alia that the Chol (a type of bird) never 
came out to be fed. When Noach asked it why, it replied that it 
saw how busy Noach was and decided not to bother him. Noach 
then blessed it that it should never die, a blessing that apparently 
came true. The MaHarsha points out that the Midrash (Bereishis 
Rabba 19:9) is at odds with this Gemara, stating that when Chava 
gave Adam a fruit from the Eitz HaDaas, she fed all the animals 
from it as well. The only one that did not partake was the Chol, 
which resulted in its not dying. However, the tres tyap suggests 
that eating of the Eitz HaDaas caused one to be susceptible only 
to natural death. Thus the Chol would not die naturally, but it 
could still be killed by some other creature. This difference is 
hinted at in the Gemara (Arachin 7a) where the tragic case of a 
pregnant woman facing execution for a capital crime is discussed. 
The Gemara is concerned with the order of deaths. Where a 
pregnant woman dies a natural death, the Gemara states that the 
,unv ltkn is responsible and that it causes the fetus to die before 
the mother. However, where the pregnant woman is executed, she 
dies before the fetus, suggesting a lack of involvement from the 
,unv ltkn. The MaHaril Diskin states that Noach could hardly 
have blessed the Chol that it never die a natural death, which 
would be a tua ,kp,. However, Noach’s brocho to the Chol was 
that despite its guarantee of immortality from natural death for 
having rejected the Eitz HaDaas, it still faced the possibility of 
being killed, which Noach now eliminated.    
QUESTION OF THE WEEK:  
Under what circumstances is it prohibited for one to study for a 
test if he is only memorizing the material, but it is permitted if he 
actually learns the material while studying ?        

ANSWER TO LAST WEEK:  
(Must one avoid ,hja, kc by always finding someone to give things to ?)  
R' Shlomo Z. Auerbach ZT"L ruled that if one knows someone 
who can use the about-to-be-discarded item, he should definitely 
give it to him. Otherwise, one must be more concerned with the 
,hja, kc of one's time, wasted pursuing a recipient, than in that 
of the item. One must also maintain order in the house; not store 
everything, anticipating a beneficiary. (kuch tk uvkgu  YD:158)     

DIN'S CORNER:  
If someone chanced upon a group that is about to bentsch, he 
must answer int at the conclusion of their iunhz, when both the 
inzn (leader) and the others say  ….ukan ubkfta lurc. According 
to the Levush, those who are part of the iunhz need not answer int. 
If the newcomer heard the inzn say ukan ubkfta (ubekt) lrcb,  he 
must respond with: sgu okugk shn, una lrucnu (ubekt) lurc. 
(Shulchan Aruch j”ut 198)  

DID YOU KNOW THAT ....   
The Gemara (Shabbos 10a) states that a judge who renders a true 
judgment – “u,hntk ,nt”, is deemed a partner with Hashem in 
Creation.  The Tur (n”uj 1) explains that the world was destroyed 
by the Mabul because of rampant thievery. Thus, if a judge seeks 
to correct this by returning stolen goods to their rightful owners 
he is supporting the world’s continued existence. The MaHaral 
(Gur Aryeh - Yisro) asks, if so, the Gemara should have 
specifically mentioned that a judge who causes the return of 
stolen goods is a partner, rather than a general statement about 
honest judging. Moreover, wouldn’t the true partner in Creation 
be the one who prevents the thievery in the first place ? Perhaps 
the Gemara should have lauded one who places police officers in 
a position to thwart crime, instead of the judges. The MaHaral 
answers that with every true judgment rendered by a judge, the 
fear and futility of attempted larceny grows in the eyes of thieves, 
so that any and all judgments work towards crime prevention. 
This finds support in the Rosh (Sanhedrin 4:5) who rules that if an 
expert judge made a mistake in a monetary ruling, he is 
personally Potur from having to reimburse the losing party, 
because: ord trcd tuvvs vhkzn – it was the loser’s bad Mazel that 
caused the mistake. The Pilpula Charifta analogizes this to the 
Gemara (Makos 11b) where a Kohen Gadol is held responsible to 
some extent for an unintentional killer’s exile to an Ir Miklat 
because he should have davened for his acquittal. What place do 
Mazel and Tefilah have in adjudicating Choshen Mishpat 
questions, which should be based on facts and rules ? The 
Meforshim ask why the Gemara uses a double-expression 
“u,hntk ,nt”. Tosafos (Megilah 15b) suggests that a judgment 
would be technically correct if consistent with the testimony, even 
if it were false testimony, but it would not be u,hntk ,nt. The 
judge must be able to detect the lies in order to reach a truly true 
verdict. It is to accomplish this that Mazel and Tefilah are needed, 
and the successful, insightful, truthful judgment in any matter 
would thus work towards crime prevention, as the MaHaral said.   

A Lesson Can Be Learned From:  
A wealthy and prestigious man, who was the kvev atr (community 
leader) in a European city, suffered from a serious character flaw – he 
was very sensitive to slights and could not abide any lack of respect or 
perceived lack of respect for his position and standing in the 
community. Word of this reached the Rizhiner Rebbe, whom this  man 
frequently visited. When he next appeared, the Rizhiner spoke to him 
regarding his insistence on sucf and how the Mishna says in Avos that a 
man’s world is destroyed by sucfu vut, vtbe. “The Torah describes 
several times how the Bnei Yisroel were represented by a atr or a 
thab” the Rizhiner continued, “but only once does Rashi say that such 
an appointment included a show of sucf. This was when Moshe spoke 
to the ,uynv hatr regarding the need to keep one’s vows. There, Rashi 
says 'vkhj, osnkk ohthabk sucf ekj'– The princes were shown sucf 
by being taught first, before the rest of the nation. To be the first to 
learn is the only kind of sucf you may expect or strive for".                                                
P.S. Sholosh Seudos sponsored this week by the Weinstock family. 


